FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

Precedence: ROUTINE                      Date: 08/28/1998

To: OPCA                             Attn: Catherine Lamey
     Room: 11144

From: Atlanta
      SAC Squad, FOIPA Unit
     Contact: Halle Mollie Johnson, (404) 679-6250

Approved By: Hamilton Jack A
             Halle Mollie Johnson

Drafted By: Maddox Joyce W:JWM

Case ID #: 62C-HQ-1029205 2154

Title: JOHN F. KENNEDY RECORDS COLLECTION ACT OF 1992 (THE ACT)

Synopsis: Transmittal of Atlanta documents and lead covered.

Administrative: Re Atlanta EC dated 08/19/1998 and telcall to
Catherine Lamey on 08/28/1998, HQ documents sent out without
serial number therefore Atlanta is unable to close lead to
unknown serial or reference serial.

Enclosures: Enclosed are the following seven original Atlanta
documents being sent per your request. 87C-25545-SF-3 2,5,7,8;
166E-AT-77126 Elsur SF serials 11,10 and 9

Details: Pursuant to the John F. Kennedy Assassination Records
Collection Act of 1992. A check of the Elsur Unit's indices on
8/24/98 revealed other Elsur logs pertaining to 87C-AT-25545,
dated 7/24/84, 7/30/84 and 8/29/84 to include requested Elsur log
dated 2/16/84.

The following documents are being sent from Atlanta's
pending file 166E-AT-77126, dated 8/1994, 8/30/94 and requested
Elsur log dated 8/31/94. Documents dated 8/19 and 8/30 is for
information pertaining to Elsur log dated 8/31/94.